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REWARD BASED TRAINING
Non-violent reward based training says to our dogs, if you do this something good will happen, you will
be rewarded for doing as I ask . With this type of training pain, fear, submission and force does not exist.
Rewards from us, come in many forms e.g. touching, talking, smiling, playing .
Here at “Chippers” we will be showing you how to use all of these together with “Yummy Treats” to
achieve positive actions and results with your dog whilst training and in day to day life.

YUMMY TREATS
Using treats to reward the actions and behaviour that you want from your dog means that you are always
reinforcing those things positively.
If you were given a £1 every time you sat in a certain chair, would you try to sit there again?
Treats are also terrific at helping us with our timing, popping that treat in says “that’s what I wanted, well
done “ at exactly the right moment even when we forget to smile or verbally tell the dog he has done well.
Yummy treats, and we do mean Yummy, you dogs everyday dried food will not be appealing enough to
keep their concentration on you when faced with new and exciting experiences.

OUR SUGGESTIONS FOR YUMMY TREATS
Cooked sausage, chopped into small pieces
Cooked chicken / turkey chopped into small pieces
Cheese chopped into small chunks
Liver Cake
Biscuits take too long to eat and can make a crumby mess

UNSURE ABOUT TREATS ?
FACT Dolphins, who are second only to humans in their intelligence are
always rewarded with food.

FACT Using treats is the quickest and easiest way to train a dog

“Showing you the way to understanding your dog”

